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LLESLEY STARS OF THE WEEK

Class Name Reason

RB Taha B
Taha has been working incredibly hard from home. He always completes his work 
and goes back and improves it, or makes corrections when I return it to him. We 
couldn't be prouder of him. Keep it up Taha!

Nur Luena T

Luena has been working extremely hard at home and this week has responded so 
well to all of our daily challenges. She has created some beautiful sun catchers and 
hung them in the garden! Luena has also practiced her cutting skills, improved her 
shape recognition and been using Bug Club to develop her phonic knowledge and 
reading skills. Well done Luena, we are all very proud of you. 
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RF Asmarah A
Asmarah has been working exceptional hard whilst at home, she was able to use 
her creative skills to enhance her maths number problem skills.  Keep up the 
amazing work! 

RL Silva B
Silva has been working really hard at home to complete her home learning tasks. I 
was really impressed with how Silva applied her maths knowledge to solve 
subtraction number sentences. Keep up the amazing work!

RM Patrick M

Patrick has been working so hard at home over the last few weeks. I was 
particularly impressed with the rainbow he created as it put a big smile on my face. 
I also loved Patrick’s awesome fort he created with blankets and cushions. Keep up 
the amazing work! 
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1J Devansh P
Devansh has been working really hard at home. He was keen to send us 
lots of his work. We are super impressed with his science experiment 
about puddles! 

1M Asir Y
Asir always works hard to complete every task set. He takes pride in his 
work and completes lots of challenges. I have been really impressed by 
his reading comprehension this week. Keep it up Asir!

1G Dilon F

We have started learning about the United Kingdom as our new 
geography topic and Dilon drew this fantastic flag.  I love that he has put 
his family on his flag.  Keep up the good work Dilon, we can't wait to see 
more of your home learning.
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2T Awaid A

Awaid is my Google Classroom super star this week because he has 
been working tremendously hard in his reading lessons and sharing 
some wonderful experiences. Awaid was able to tell Miss Hall all about 
his half term by typing about what he had been up to and also made a 
very imaginative prediction about a text called 'The Island'. Fantastic 
work Awaid. Well done !

2H Ruby B

What a star! Ruby has impressed us all with her enthusiasm when 
completing her work on Google Classroom. This week Ruby has 
amazed me in her reading lesson. Not only did Ruby read and answer all 
questions about the text, she also used her imagination when predicting 
the end of the story.  Ruby also went that extra mile and created a picture 
about the story. Keep it up Ruby, I am so proud of you!

2C Ismael S
Ismael has worked so hard on our Google Classroom and put lots of 
effort into his assignments. This week he really impressed me with his 
super maths work which was all about 2D shapes. Well done Ismael!
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3P Aaeid A
Aaeid has been completing some truly fantastic pieces of work since 
the opening of the google classroom. He tries his hardest each time 
and always responds to his feedback. Well done you!

3O Wing W

Wing's enthusiasm on our Google Classroom is lovely to see. I am 
particularly impressed with his motivation to improve, by responding 
quickly to his marking and feedback, and asking for challenges to 
further enhance his learning! Well done, Wing.

3M Maysam A

Maysam has impressed me recently on our Google Classroom, as 
she has risen to challenges and challenged herself to take her learning 
further.  She is becoming an even more successful learner because she 
is reflecting on her own learning too.  Well done Maysam! 
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4S Zohra A

Zohra has been working incredibly hard on google classroom over recent 
weeks. She has especially impressed me this week as she completed 
not one but two maths tasks as well as the challenge! She was able to 
give the correct answer but also show her working out to prove she 
understood the steps! Well done Zohra.

4B Sophia G-P
I am really proud of Sophia for joining in the classroom this week. I would 
love to see you working every day! 

4M Hadey J

Hadey has had such a positive attitude towards his google classroom 
work this week. Even with some technical issues, he finds a way to 
complete his work by seeking help and persevering. This week he 
created an exciting character for a story which I cannot wait to read next 
week!
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5G Sukainah A-R
Sukainah worked extremely hard this week on her grammar work and 
developed her understanding of modal verbs by completing lots of differ-
ent fun activities.  Well done Sukainah, keep working hard.

5L Violet P-H
This week, Violet has produced a lovely piece of writing describing an 
adventure she had as a secret agent. I thoroughly enjoyed reading every 
word.  Well done Violet for trying so hard with your work.

5B Ollie A
It has been wonderful to see Ollie contributing reguarly into our google 
classroom! You can see through his work how hard he has been trying 
and all the effort he has been putting into this- keep it up Ollie!
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6C Ashaz J

Ashaz produced a really engaging and exciting piece of writing.  What 
was really impressive was how he used the feedback he was given to 
edit and improve his work.  Ashaz did this a few times which shows how 
determined he was to achieve the success criteria he had been given.  
Amazing resilience Ashaz!

6B Henok A

Henok has worked really hard on our 'transitioning to secondary school' 
work this week where he used the school website of his new secondary 
school to research specific questions. We were particularly impressed 
with your ability to navigate the website and retrieve information from your 
reading! Well done Henok! 

6S Zaina K

Zaina produced a very impressive piece of writing. She implemented all 
the skills on the success criteria.   Zaina's writing was very controlled - 
she knew exactly the direction she was going and revealed clues and 
hints at the right time! Well done Zaina!

 


